TOWER BOX

There are three sections to the tower box, top, middle, and base. The number of middle sections determine the height of the box. Diagram is shown with two middle sections.

Top Section

1. Crease diagonals, fold bottom corner to centre, making only a small crease.
2. Fold top corner to crease.
3. Fold along lines indicated to complete module.
4. Completed module. Four modules are required to make top section.
5. Assemble four units as shown. Be sure that the triangular flap remains on top.
6. Two modules in midassemble. Tuck triangular flap underneath.
7. Two views of the completed top section.

Enjoy and feel free to make copies and distribute these diagrams. Please email comments and questions to winson_chan@spectrumsignal.com
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MIDDLE SECTION (LOWER HALF)

1. Make a small crease at the 1/2 and 1/4 point.
2. Fold 1/2 and 1/4 points together to get the 3/8 point.
3. Fold top edge to the 3/8 point.
4. Fold new edge to the 1/2 point.
5. Fold bottom corner to crease formed in step 4.
6. Make a vertical crease using the edge of the triangle as a guide.
7. Two modules in mid-assemble.

ASSEMBLE FOUR UNITS AS SHOWN. BE SURE THAT THE TRIANGULAR FLAP REMAINS ON BELOW

TWO VIEWS OF THE COMPLETED MIDDLE SECTION, LOWER LOWER HALF. FOUR TRIANGULAR FLAPS SHOULD EXIST ON TOP. FLAGS ARE USED TO HOLD THE LOWER MIDDLE SECTION

MIDDLE SECTION (UPPER HALF)

CREASE DIAGONALS, FOLD TOP CORNER TO CENTRE

FOLD TOP EDGE TO CENTRE

FOLD ALONG LINES INDICATED TO COMPLETE MODULE.

COMPLETED MODULE. FOUR MODULES ARE REQUIRED TO MAKE TOP SECTION
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The base is identical to the bottom section, but with the addition of a fifth piece. Fold the 4 corners of the fifth sheet to the center and insert flaps into the pockets of middle section lower half.

Base Section

1. The base is identical to the bottom section, but with the addition of a fifth piece. Fold the 4 corners of the fifth sheet to the center and insert flaps into the pockets of middle section lower half.

2. Valley fold crease made in step 4. Refold the creases made in steps 6 and 7.

3. Model should look like this. Refold crease made in step 5.

4. Fold triangular flap down.

5.山谷折角部居中折痕并在步骤5处重折折痕。

6.将三角形作为向导。

7.模型应该看起来像这个。在步骤5处重叠折痕。
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